The dosage effect of polyacrylamide (PAM) with long-chain molecule conformation on the effectiveness of Sludge-recycling enhanced flocculation (SEF)at three typical charge states of colloid aggregation was investigated in kaolin (System I) and humic-kaolin (System II) water treatment. The three typical charge states of colloid aggregation were evaluated by the residual turbidity and zeta potential results from traditional flocculation (TF) test with various coagulant dosage. A floc imaging system was employed to investigate the floc characteristics. The experimental results show that the increase in PAM dosage cannot change the effectiveness of SEF for System I in any charge states, compared to TF. However, for System II, SEF was enabled at the PAM dosage of 0.10 mg/L in the state of electrostatic patch (EP) and at 0.20 mg/L in the state of near charge neutrality (NCN). Although the recovery ability was improved and breakability was decreased by the PAM addition, the recovery factor in SEF was lower and breakage factor was higher than that in TF in most cases. With proper PAM dosage, the SEF floc morphology became superior to TF for floc settlement, with less amount of small floc (<50 μm)which may be the direct reason for the effective performance of SEF. Moreover, the results also showed that, when the sweep flocculation (SF) dominates the coagulation mechanism, the addition of PAM was not relevant.
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